Reissue (T289)

From:  NEW YORK
To:  MOSCOW
No.:  1353

23 Sept. 1944

To VIKTOR.[i]  

[33 groups unrecovered]
meeting with NAZAR[iv] all the more so as the latter is in touch with ABRAM[v]

[9 groups unrecoverable]
ROMAN [O% to] NAZAR[O% .] Concerning [4 groups unrecovered]
[8% U.] we will advise further. Telegraph consent.

No.764

KOCH[KOKh][vi] advises that RADIO ANNOUNCER [DIKTOR][vii] will soon return and decide the question of his trip. The IZBA[viii] intends to send him to INDIA or CHINA for 5-6 months. From what MYRNA[MIRNA][ix] says KOCH agrees that we should get in touch with him there. [O% We are giving] MYRNA the task of getting exact data on when and where exactly [0% KOCH] is going [and] with what mission.

No.765.

BASS's [BAS][x] friend MARCUS[xi] has passed on to the BANK a duplicate of the visa of the COUNTRYSIDE[DEREVENSKIJ][xii] to the COUPLE[ChETA][xiii].

No.766.

On the basis of the latest law of the COUNTRY[STRANA][xiv] about drafting into the army TULIP[TyUL'PAN][xv] has an opportunity to change [D% his job]

[21 groups unrecoverable, 6 groups unrecovered]

. Telegraph your opinion.

No.769

Today JULIA[YuLIYa][xvi] [D% started work]

[16 groups unrecovered]
Comments: [i] VIKTOR : Lt. Gen. P.M. PITIN.
[i] ROMAN : Robert SOBLE.
[iii] SULLEN : Possibly Viktor KIRILLOV.
[v] ABRAM : Jack SOBLE.
[vi] KOCH : Duncan Chaplin LEE.
[vii] RADIO ANNOUNCER: William Joseph DONOVAN.
[viii] IZBA : O.S.S.
[ix] MYRNA : Elizabeth Terrill BENTLEY.
[x] BASS : Michael BURD.
[xi] MARCUS : Ralph MARCUS.
[xii] COUNTRYSIDE: MEXICO.
[xiii] COUPLE : Nicholas and Maria FISHER.
[xiv] COUNTRY : U.S.A.
[xv] TULIP : Mark ZBOROWSKI.
[xvi] JULIA : Olga KhLOPKOVA.